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Take your quilting to the next level! Best-selling author Angela Walters shares 70+ all-new

free-motion designs and variations to fit a variety of shapes, plus background fillers and borders.

Tackle your quilt top one bite at a time with step-by-step illustrations and detail photos, plus a visual

index. Then see how they all go together with inspiring full-page quilts from the master herself. For

use with your longarm, midarm, or home sewing machine.
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Angela Walters is undoubtedly the free-motion quilting queen. If you don't have the first book, I

suggest you get it. In this follow-on title, there are more than 70 designs for quilting blocks,

backgrounds and borders. All shapes and fillers are included. Basic shape quilting is lifted and

enhanced with free-motion stitching with plenty of designs to choose from. You'll also find design

tips and variations to help you quilt any shape. This book is full of examples in colour and line

drawings and is well-designed. It will make you think again about the beauty of free-motion machine

quilting. Highly recommended. (yarnsandfabrics.co.uk, 6/3/16)This new book from best- selling

author Angela Walters covers more than 70 all-new free-motion designs and variations to help you

take your quilting to the next level. Shape by Shape is aimed at any quilter who has ever shied away

from finishing off a quilt top, breaking down the process into manageable steps and providing ideas

for quilting variations on specific shapes such as triangles, circles and diamonds. There are plenty

of illustrations and detail shots to keep things nice and clear and easy-to-follow, and Angela's

passion for quilting infuses the whole thing making it a joy to read. (Quilt Now, Issue 24)Whether



you use a long-arm, mid-arm, or home-sewing machine, take your quilting to the next level with

best-selling author Angela Walters as she shares more than 70 all-new free-motion designs and

variations to fit a variety of shapes, plus background fillers and borders. Tackle your quilt top one

bite at a time with step-by-step illustrations and detail photos, plus a visual index. See how they all

go together with inspiring full-page quilts from the master herself. (Machine Quilting Unlimited,

September/October 2016)In her latest book, free-motion quilting master Walters presents additional

designs for free-motion quilting geometric shapes, including squares, circles, hexagons, and

diamonds. As with her first Shape by Shape book, the patterns are organized by the shape of the

patchwork, with additional styles for backgrounds and borders. Step-by-step instructions and

diagrams demonstrate the quilting path for each of the designs, and Walters offers an array of

suggested variations, including ideas for adapting the designs to fit within a different shape. Walters

is a rock star of the free-motion quilting world, and her instructions take complex-looking quilting

designs and create manageable steps that can be completed on both longarm and home sewing

machines. Quilters will be inspired. (Library Journal, August 2016)

Angela Walters is a machine quilter and author who loves teaching others to use quilting to bring out

the best in their quilt tops. Her work has been published in numerous magazines and books. She

lives in Kansas City, MO. quiltingismytherapy.com

Great book for any level of quilter! This is my third book by Angela Walters and I love them all! Since

my quilting room and library are totally full of books, I have ordered this one and the first SHAPE BY

SHAPE book in Kindle format. Cheaper and easier to lay on the quilting table for a guide.Angela's

common sense , completely unpretentious language and advice all appeal to me. She simplifies

what others have difficulty explaining and can express her ideas so well that even beginning free

motion quilters (I was one before her first book) can follow. For those quilters of any level who have

difficulty in planning how to actually quilt the quilt, her books are invaluable. This one does not

disappoint as it expands on the possibilities. I have used several of her suggestions in quilts and

been very pleased. She makes everything look so easy and so it is with a little practice. Attached is

an example of straight out of the book quilting (back side).

As a fan of Angela Walters, I enjoy this book as well as her others. Few new designs in this book,

but lots of new ways to put together and use her favorite quilting designs. I find her way of thinking

helps me improve my quilting.



I am loving this book - as well as the first one. The explanations and advice are clear and almost

"common sense" (but really... too insightful to be just common sense). I love the illustrations, the

examples and the step-by-step diagrams showing how to create the shapes on my longarm. I've

been wanting to do more free-motion for a long time. This book has got me past my weary old

"loop-d-loops" and doing more interesting patterns.

This is a great book to help you get started in free motion quilting. Angela Walters is an excellent

teacher and this book has the shapes broken down in their simplest terms so that you can master

them quickly.

Loved her first volume and this one is almost as good. I've used it several times already.

For anyone who has difficulty deciding what to put on the quilt, this book is for you. It is even better

than the first one and I thought that one was great!

This book is very good like her first one.There are lots of ideas and I can try them.I also use this

book for free motion practice .Because it is easy to read and follow so I draw with some papers as

practice.

Angela Walters has done it again! She is so inspiring and gives me a lot of ideas of just how to quilt

that blank slate!!
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